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. hold down SHIFT + ESC when booting, use F12 to enter grub menu, and choos E to edit sicilia: We do not do support for it.
Please ask the user that is using Fedora how to use it sicilia: if you're running a DE other than unity, you can try installing unitytweak-tool pragmaticenigma: thanks, but i have only ubuntu 16.04, and i have a second problem. i have a HP pavilion
15-nx0310nc (15.6 inch screen with nvidia graphic card) and after the resoultion is changed to 4k and reboot, i can't see the
unity dock i have to move the mouse for see the unity dock sicilia: try installing unity-tweak-tool ducasse: i have unity-tweaktool installed, and it's configured correctly, but still don't work. i have to move the mouse for see the unity dock ducasse: wait,
i'm trying to make a new user sicilia: what does 'gsettings get com.canonical.Unity.Launcher favorites' return? sicilia: i mean
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'gsettings list-recursively com.canonical.Unity.Launcher favorites' ducasse: yeah, i tryied and it says list-recursively not
supported ok, try 'unity --reset-icons' ducasse: ok, let me try ducasse: ok, i made the com.canonical.unity.launcher.gauge white,
but still don't work sicilia: how did you try to change it? ducasse: i just click in the unity dock and move the mouse and see the
white unity dock sicilia: i need to leave, i've got things to do, so you might have to wait a while. try asking again when someone
else can help. ducasse: thanks anyway np d 82157476af
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